
 

As we all know, there is currently a health warning for the coronavirus (COVID-19) in most parts of 

the world. The situation is evolving quickly, Jayride is remaining up to date with the information 

issued by government authorities. 

We all need to remain vigilant and informed about the current risk to ourselves, our partners, our 

agents, our stakeholders and our travellers. 

We’d like to advise how we as a business are responding to the risk and are able to support you, 

as well as provide some helpful information and guidelines for what we are doing in relation to the 

coronavirus in keeping our transfer company drivers and your travellers safe. 

Jayride Health and Wellness policy: 

Traveller's and driver's health and wellness is our number one priority.  Any transfer companies 

who have Covid-19 hygiene practices in place are now listed with a "COVID-19 Prepared"  icon . 

 

These transfer companies have confirmed with us that they are doing at least two of the 

following: 

● Hand Sanitiser and or disinfectant wipes available 

● Disinfecting and vehicle before/after each transfer 

● Driver wearing protective gear such as mask and gloves 

● Social Distancing 

Covid-19 Prepared transfer companies are tagged with the icon on www.jayride.com. They are not 

yet tagged through the agent portal just yet, however we can provide you lists in the region / 

country you require so that you can book these transfer companies through the portal. Our team 

can set up "Kick Covid-19" strategy sessions and help you explore any business opportunities to 

help your clients travel during this time. We can assist in getting citizens home all over the world, 

assisting governments or hospitals with transferring doctors, nurses, specialists, FIFO and DIDO 

workers in the mining sector to name a few. Our team is agile and we can implement flexible yet 

seamless workflows for any situation. 

 

http://www.jayride.com/


 
Please contact Mark Gregory directly on 0402 469 094 or agents@jayride.com for further 

information. 


